Ellesmere College
Primary Home Learning Update – w/c 8th June 2020
Hello everyone,
We hope you are keeping well. This week is based on the story called ‘Rainbow
Fish’. We’ve got lots of exciting things planned for you – we hope you enjoy them!
Remember keep safe and wash those hands!
English
In English this week, we would like you to:
• Describe the sea creatures
• Create some playdough fish
• Read and colour rainbow fish

Maths
In Maths this week, we would like you to:
• Repeat pattern scales
• Carry out some addition with
skittles
• Create your own fish shapes

Other learning
Creative Arts:
This week you are going to make handprinted rainbow fish.
Independence:
You will be looking at feeling poorly, and saying how you feel.
Understanding the World:
This week you are going to make a habitat house for Rainbow fish and find out where
different creatures live.
PSHE:
You’re going to think about your friends.
Physical Development:
This week it’s all about jumping! You’ll also be growing from seeds in Outdoor Learning.
Don’t forget every day at 9am Joe Wicks is broadcasting his very own workout called ‘PE
with Joe’ https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1
Technology:
This week you will be thinking about what you can see at the bottom of the sea, can you
make a mindmap?
We would love to see pictures of the work and activities you’ve done!
Please email them to homelearning@ellesmere.leicester.sch.uk

Hand print rainbow fish
You will need

Instructions
1. Use a paint brush to paint your hand. You can
choose all one colour or paint your hand in
stripes.
2. Press your hand onto the paper and carefully
lift trying not to smudge your print.
3. Repeat this as many times as you would like to
create your shoal of fish. Other people in your
house could do some too to create different
sizes!
4. Once the handprint has dried and your hands
are all clean, draw some eyes (you could stick on
googly ones if you have them) and a smile with a
black felt tip pen.
Alternative
If you do not have paint or don’t want to get messy, you could draw around
your hand with a pen and decorate your rainbow fish however you would
like to. You could do this with others in your house too to make different
sizes.
What other sea creatures can you make with hand and/or foot prints?

Move like a sea creature!
Can you move like a sea creature? In your garden or a space in your house,
have a go at moving like different sea creatures! You could put a sequence of
moves together and make a sea creature dance routine!
Here are some ideas for you to try

- Crabs move sideways and snap their claws.

- Dolphins glide through the water and jump as high as they
can out of the waves.

- Fish move their fins backwards and forwards next to their
bodies and dart around in different directions.

- Sharks have big mouths with sharp teeth that snap and grab
at their prey. They slide through the water watching.

- An octopus has 8 arms that wiggle and jiggle.

- A starfish moves slowly, creeping across the sea bed.

Can you think of any other sea creatures you could move like? Have a go at
creating your own movements.
If you have access to the internet you could listen to this music whilst you
move like a sea creature. It is the Aquarium piece from Saint-Saen’s Carnival
of the Animals.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IyFpZ5MZ7kk

Be able to describe an illness and say if feeling poorly
Equipment: Paper and pen
Instructions:
Can you match up the symptom (what’s making you feel poorly) to the illness
(why you are feeling that way) on the next page?
Can you think of any more anymore symptoms to these illnesses?
Challenge: Next time you are not feeling quite right think about what it is
that might be the matter and let an adult know!

Symptom

Illness

Can you make a fish habitat?
A habitat is where they live, like a house, in the sea.
You will need: junk modelling, box, paper plate, cotton, paints, shells,
anything you like!
It could look like this:

Where do they live?
Equipment:
• Printer
• Scissors
• Glue
• Pencil/colours
Instructions:
Cut and paste the animals into the correct habitat:

A Good Friend Profile
Equipment: Paper, scissors, crayons

• Please, use your imagination to write down what you think how you
can be a good friend.
• If you don’t know how to write yet, please use some of our pictograms
below:

Friendship Problem Scenario
Please read the following scenario and then discuss and answer the
questions.

A group of friends are in the playground, practising a dance routine they have
learnt. The six children are all from the same class.
Emily has just finished her lunch and comes over to join in. Ava turns to Emily
and says, “You’re too late! You aren’t allowed to join in - go away!”
Emily is really upset and runs away; she sits on a bench on her own and starts
to cry. The children carry on practising and ignore Emily.
The bell rings for the end of lunchtime and Emily goes back into class, still
feeling upset. Ava is laughing and says that she can’t be in the show anymore.

1. How do you think Emily feels when Ava tells her she can’t join in and that
she has to go away?
2. Why do you think Ava said that to Emily?
3. Do you think Ava knows Emily will be upset? Why do you think this?
4. How do you think the other children will feel when they see Ava speaking
to Emily like that?
5. Why do you think no one helps Emily?
6. Do you think anyone should tell an adult what has happened? Why do you
think this?
7. If you were part of the group, what would you do?
8.

If you were Emily, what would you do?

Athletics – Jumping/Balance
Equipment: Soft furniture (make sure they are safe to move around)
Instructions:
Warm up – Hopping on the spot (use something flat you can hop on or lines
to work in-between as shown in the picture below)
1. Hop with your right foot – 30 secs
2. Hop with your left foot – 30 secs
3. Hop turning around (go both ways as not to get dizzy) 30 secs
Extension – Try hopping forwards, backwards and
sideways on and off the spot (10mins total – warm up &
extension)
Use two feet if you can’t hop on one foot

Main Activity – Using cushion, sofa cushion, practice jumping from one
height to another (high to low) (25mins total Task & Extension)
For example- you could jump from the sofa onto a sofa cushion below
Task – Jump as far as you can from the sofa onto
the cushion below. See how far you can jump out
by moving the sofa cushion further away each
time.
Try doing it sideways or even backwards if you
feel confident and have mastered your forward
jumping.
Extension – Try jumping off the bottom stair, jumping over something flat on
the floor (inside or out) or even jumping up in the air straight to see how
high you can jump.

Remember to do your warm up first and stretch properly and remember it’s
two feet together when you take off and land.
Have fun and stay safe 😊

Growing from Seed – Part 2

Equipment: Seedlings, containers/ plant pots/ soil and water

Instructions:

Now your seeds have been growing a few weeks they will be ready to repot.
You may need an adult to help you with this.

Equipment: Crayons, PC, Pen, Pencil, Paper, glue, scissors
Brief: This term you are going to be doing a number of tasks based on your
termly theme, which is all about ‘Under the sea’.
Instructions:
Think about the different types of creatures and object you might see at the
bottom of the sea.
Activity 1
Record your ideas in the form of a mind map. This can either be handwritten
on paper or you can use a computer and create this electronically (see
example of a mind map below).

Activity 2
Number your ideas from most favourite to least favourite (1 being favourite
and so on).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

